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China and tre Sea Powers 

When I received the invit~tion to address you·on the geographic 

factors of Chinese power, I naturally gave some _thought as to what 

in particular I should say to such an audierice as you represent. 

After turning the matter over-in rrry mind for some time, I suddenly 

realized that I was in effect trying to change the topic by giving 

it a distinctive fo·rm which I felt would be appropriate to the 

occasion. Therefore, by your_ leave, I shall be talking on a topic 

which might better be entitled "China and tre Sea Powers, 11 

It seems to me that in all the discussion of the revolutionary 

developments of the last few years in Asia little attention has been 

given to the revolutionary change in the influence of sea power in 

developments in continental Asia. 

If we were to view the history of· American relations with China 

from the turn of the century in terms of sea power we would find a 

paradoxical development: on the one hand, our power in the Pacific 

has stead!°ly increased, while· on the other hand our influence over 
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events on the Chinese mainland has declined. 

After we acquired the Philippines, Guam and the Hawaiian Islands, 

the constant concern of our,strategists _was whether we had adequate 

strength to secure, this line across the mid-Pacific. However, in spite 
' 

of this concern we-still: had adequate power, in the form oft he 
. \ .. " 

Yangtze Patrol and the Asiatic Fleet to, be directly involved in 

developments on,the Asian continent. The Washington Conference of 

1921-1922, in checking the naval race; •froze" the Pacific. Although 

our naval power was prevented'•from .increasing, sea power in the form of 
' ~ 1, 

Japan continued to have great influence on China. I do not wish to 

go into the question of whether the Washington Conference, by limiting 

our naval power with respect to Japan, provided a situation whereby 

Japan could carry out her aggression against China without fear .of the 

United States. What is significant for our purposes is that with the 

end of the Second World War the Pacific was in naval terms an.American. 

lake. No other navy could challenge ours. 

Never has our sea power been greater, and yet at rn time in modem 
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history have we had less direct. influence.on the China mainland, 

This situation is even more .strtking when it is vfewed in terms 

of the history of China's relations with sea powers. 

The first contacts Clii.ns had with the ,West ,came through Central 

Asia, Western traders such as Marco Polo, and the early missionaries 

; . 
had· to make the heroic trip., across' the mountains and deserts of Central 

Asia, When they arrived in the Middle Kingdom they did not represent 

a threat, Rather they were the ones to be impressed with Chinese 

civilization and power. 

Later on Russian power expanded eastward and came in contact with 

Chinese power, The early bands of Cossacks found that when they were 

so far removed from their home bases they were no match for the Chinese. 

Even as late as the mid-19th century when Russia was a major European 

power she could not transport enough.power across the waste of Siberia 

to be a serious threat to China, 

The real. impact of the West on China came only through.Western 

sea power, By means of sea power the West could bring its superior 

mtlitary technology half way around the world to Asia without seriously 
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impairing its effectiveness. When the British men-of-war entered the 

approaches to Canton they were as effective fighting forces as when 

they left the Thames. .This was particularly the'.case during the days 

of the sailing vessels. The transformation over to steam power placed 

limits upon the rsnge of sea power. But by this time the essential 

coaling stations had been secured. 

The Opium Wars of the ·1a4o•s demonstrated clearly the dominance 
,,. 

of sea power over Chinese' land power. , For the next hundred years there 

seemed to be no question as to the relative superiority of sea power over 

continental power. This remained the case even after Russia had 

reached·, the Pacific with the construction of the Trans-Siberian 

Railroad. Although -the struggle intensified and Manchuria became 

a key area, sea power in-the form of Japan and Britain seemed adequate 

to counter this rising threat. 

Now the balance seems to have been dramatically altered. Possibly 

the most striking single incident that illustrates this change is the 
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story of the withdrawal of the last British frigate from the Yangtze 

River. I am sure you will all remember the daring a.scape of the 

Amasitt as it pulled off a mud bank on the Yangtze and ran through 

a gauntlet of Chinese communist field pieces to escape to the high 

seas. The British suffered mqre casualties in this withdrawal than 

they did in the initial Opium War which established the pattern of 

relations for one hundred years. • 

Obviously a fundamental ·~hange has·occurred in the relationship 

of land to sea power in Eastern Asia. This is a conclusion we are 

reluctant to accept since the U. s. is now the major sea power in the 

area., Indeed, I suspect a certain hankering over the old days is to 

be found in our tendency to hope for the possibility of "emaculate 

wars0 with respect to Asia •. It is largely in terms of this part of 

the world that we still feel that there should be the possibility of 

sea and air power doing the job without the need for troops. And this 

seems to be the case in spite of Korea and Dienbienphu. 

The important question is what has changed in East Asia. And 

the immediate answer we are inclined to give is that China is now under 
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Communist control. The change seems to have coincided with the victories 

of the Chinese Co,rummist armies. This suggests that we should ana;L-yze 

the implications for Chinese power in this victory of Communism. 

We have always thought of the geographical factors as being 

the fundamental ones in international politic,s in the sense that theyf!are 

the most stable. They provide· a key to the potential physical basis of power 

of any state. Is it possible that the Communist successes in China make/ 

it necessary for us to revise our estimates of the eleoents of power of 

China? 

In analyzing this Pl'.Oblem the first important factor to note is 

that the Communist victory in C.hina brought about a new alignment of power 2-~ 
!:J),,. 'ch. -

in the eastern end of the Eurasian land mass. For the first time Russia, 

Manchuria and China are united in a single bloc. 

Western po+icy-makers have for a long ti.me recognized the potential 

dangers of such an alignment. However, in modern times it has always seemed 

that the more likely threat would be from a uniting of Manchuria, Japan and 

China. Indeed, in one respect we fought the Pacific war in order to pre-
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vent such an alignment of power from becoming permanent. Even at the end 

of the last war we felt that the .stability of the Pacific required a 

l , ,. ~ 

strong China capable of c.hecki.ng any future ·rise of· Japan. The· 

assumption was that such a sea power as Japan would still constitute· 

a danger to the mainland of Chine. There are, of course, many other 

considerations which entered into the Yalta decision. However, it is clear 

that at the time,we were more concerned with the danger,· frcwn Japanese 

sea power than the danger of a united land mass of Russia, Manchuria and 

China. 

Historically, the Manchurian-Korean area has been almost a classical 

example of the balance of power involving sea and land forces. In the 

nineteenth cer:itury Britain' assumed the lead in trying to check any Russian 

~..,.c.. 
expansion into the Pacific ocean area. This te11 .. A:11ailed in the Anglo-------.._ 
Japanese alliance at the turn of the century. You will also remember 

the role that Teddy Roosevelt played in terminating the Russo-Japaness 

? 

war in 1925 at a time when Japan had the advantage. 

Thro\lghout this early period the Western sea powers fully 

recognized the danger of Russian control over Manchuria and North China. 
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But as a consequence of the years of concern over Japanese aggression 

7 
the dangerp from Russia became less conspicuous. Thus, at the end of 

the last war we were not fully prepared for the implications of 
~ 

removing Japan from the-balance and permitting Russia to return 

to South Manchuria and Port Arthur and Diren. In one sense, our 

occupation of South K0 rea and the entry of Marines into Peking and 

Shantung represented an effort to fill the void left by the defeat 

of Japan. However, it was also clear at the time that weswere not 

committed to a serious policy of playing the balancing role. 

Some of you may have hsd the experience during the Korean war 

of having Japanese friends. point out to you that "now that America, 

is trying to do what~ refused to let· Japan do we can appreciate 

what was at the basis of Japanese policy." Although the similarity 

exists, it is annoying that these Japanese refuse to recognize that 

difference in the spirit.in which ~he Japanese war lords followed 

their policies of aggression and the ·spirit in which we fought the 

• Korean war. 

Returning to China, the important question is: What has the 
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reorientation of power in· Easter·n Asia meant as far as Chinese 

,_ . ' ~).. ,. • ,ili 
_,,ll' power ~S concerner 

First of all, it is essential to remsmber that in spite of all the 

industrial activities in China during the last few years, China 

without Russia would. be a.third rate power. • The ability of the .. . 

Chinese to fight in K0 rea as they' did was almost entirely a conse-

quence of the arms and supplies they received from Russia. 

Traditionally we always believed that a state•s·power was largely 

limited by the resources it had-at its ~irect command and were 

available in the territory of the state. The added advantages of 

alliances were largely limited to the possibility of obtaining a 

direct commitment of friendly states to enter any conflict as a 

participant. The case of Korea stands as an example of how one state 

can export power to an ally without becoming an open belligerant. 

It should be noted here that in Communism the Russian were able to 

devise a method of exporting power that is not limited by logistical 

considerations. This can be seen in the history of how Ru~~ia 

assisted the Chinese Communist Party come to power without pro-

Viding much material assistance. ,And, of course, at present we 
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have the same situation with respect to the activities of local 

Communists _in Southeast ~ia and the other underdeveloped areas. 

I would also like to digress for a moment to point out that it 

is not always possible for an industrial state to export power as 

the Russians did. In particular it would be dangerous for us to 

believe that we can do this for all the small states along the 

border of the Communist Bloc. There are many reasons why there are 

only limited conditions which make ~hi1n{powertexport:i:ng ?-hpossi ble. 

Also, developments in the field of military technology make .it 

' necessary for us to view such exporting_ of power as primarily a policy 

of deterence in the form of a "plate glass window!\ and not one pf 

providing adequate autonomous powertto meet total aggression. It 

should not be forgotten that even in K0 rea Russia was a major 

deterrent against us wi~h respect to expanding the conflict against 

China. 

The greatest immediate advantage that China has received from 

the new alignment of power in Eastern Asia is a psychological and 

7'1 q.J.,t' ~J : political one. 

, 1 ('---~ • 
: o:.,t.... ; .... :~ "'T:"" (l.<.W:;_,.I "'> 

'fhe simple fact ·that China is united under a powerful 
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administration represents a great change. 

We are well aware that historically whenever China has been 

uni tad its influence has always spread over into the mainland of 

Asia. 

In addition of: course 'there ds·,the•'fact • that .. it,was ·,Collll!ll).nist 

power that united China. This has been a particularly disturbing 

political problem because of the widespread feeling in the under-

developed regions that Communism is the wave of the future. The 

very existence of Communist China is a factor that influences the 

reckoning about the future of the peoples of Asia. 

We must now ask the ·question sa to whether China has been •able 

to build up its physical strength to match its psychological and 

political power, ls there still a'great gap between China's physical 

power and her ps;i;,chological' impact? If. there is we may expect that 

in time events may mak~ this apparent"and. China will seem less of 

a threat to the rest of Asia, 

I do not want to burden you with a detailed analysis of China's 

five-year plans, and her prospects of success in the various sectors 

of her economy, I want to mention only a few key problems for.your 
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consideration. 

First and foremost it must be emphasized that th~ Communists 

have not been able to alter the land-mass ratio of China. Indeed, 

we· have been presented with the phenomenon of the Chinese Communists 

apparently trying to impress the world with amazing new figures as to 

Cbina' .. 11,,populatioli~·li,The (recent.; ?n) announcement:--thattchina:,has ,,,,., 

a population of nearly 600,000,600 people at home, and over this 

figure if the Ove_r-seas Chinese are included, suggests ,that the 

problem of over-population is greater than we expected. However, 

it is clear thatthe Peking rulers hoped to impress the,.,world with 

the myth of China I s "unlimited manpower." The announcement was made 

during the Korean conflict at a.,tiroo. ·when the West was wondering 

whether China might not have unlimited manpower. 

The Communists have claimed until last year that the idea of 

over-population is purely a "bourgeois-reactionary" theory. 

However, it is inescapable that China has less than a half acre of 

arable land per per son. This is hardly adequate for raising the 

standard of living of the country unless it is willing to turn to 
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foreign trade• 

It is a particularUy serious problem when China hopes to squeeze· 

. out of agriculture the surplus necessary for creating an industrial 

economy. 

It is of course one of the well-recognized ironies of history 

that Marxisni focused on industrial societies and yet the greatest 

successes of CollllllUllism have come in pre-industrial societies. However, 

of possibly greater significance is the fact that Communism has not 

been able to solve the problem:·:of _agricultural production and yet 

in Russia and China the problemsr6ftagricul,ture are immense. 

Although Russia has been able to survive the failures of her agri-

cultural policies,·it is questionable wether China can. 
' . ' 

It is true that during the first years of the Communist take-over 

Chinese agricultural product~on .rose. This was part of the consequence 

of nonnal rehabilitation .after· seven years of war and Japanese occupa-

tion. Also, it is true that by their control over the countryside, 

the Communists were able to increase the efficiency of distribution 

and reduce losses in storage. Also, with very little capital investment 
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the Communists were able to increase the per acre yield of some 

crops by introducing more modern techniques and chemical fertilizers. 

The major problem ~eking st~ll faces is whether it will be 

possible to control consumption and increase production enough to 

gain the capital necessary for its industrial plans. The fact that 

7 Peking is pushing collectivization suggests that it2is not discouraged 

by. the failures of Soviet agriculture. It also demonstrates the 

extent to which the Chinese leaders are bound by their dogma. 

~';t:i..p_s:;--~~,:,,..,._..,-
Let us turn now to the industrial sector which is the one that 

the Chinese are most proud of and which will be most critical 

in providing autonomous physical power which can influence the political 

relations of East Asia. I would like to cite some figures to give 

you a genera!!. impression of.the prospects of Chinese economic 

development: . 
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You will note that I have given comparative figures for India 

and Japan. This is because we are primarily concerned with the 

position of China within the Asian context. Clearly there is no 

prospect of China in the forseeable future becoming an industrial 

power comparable to Western Europe and the U. s. The important 

question is whether in the next few years China can raise her 

industrial power to the point that it will reinforce and provide a 

substantive baste for the psychological advantages she has gained 

in the last few years. -

Thus in thinking of the balance in Asia it is now necessa- y to 

include not only a new Japan but also an independent India.; During 

the last years China, as we have observed, has been able to create 

the impression of great power. In time, however, if China does 

not continue to expand its industries at· a spectacular rate it would be in 

\ 

.:::.-.U.h '.·,; .c: ~-oss~ :.:1f1::i.\:-· c}f 
the position of losing more prestige than India. 

,....,.., 
1. In the past the balance of power in Asia was limited to East 

Asia; now comp~tition between India and Cpina. 

2. China's development is still dependent upon Russia. 



J. Possible strain in alliance (Russia-China). 

a. Care of Eastern Europe 
--;:--
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b. China in Stalinist period at time when Russia moved out. 

c. Competition in underdeveloped areas. 

Should not be over-emphasized. 

4. Must calculate future trends without Soviet-China split. 

5. Probable that if ring can be held in Southeast Asia then the 

inflated estimates of Chinese power will be punctured. 

a. Problem of estimating Asian power. 

6. Return to Sea-land power theme. 

a. Sea power not through 

b. The real key is the rimland •. 

c. Sea power can still be of influence here. 

7. • To hold rimland need more than hope for immaculate war. 

a. development program . 

B. Wonclusion: 
. . 

although far more difficult for sea power than 

in past, not hopeless. _Time_may_be ?n om: side. 

Need for total foreign_policy commitment. 


